MATERIAL GUIDE

Customize your PoLo Tables by choosing from the different colors and finishes available. Simply choose your preferred design combination by inserting the corresponding letter to its designated space as demonstrated below.

Example:

MG CPBR01 MSXX = SQUARE BISTRO TABLE MG CPRS01 WSXX \ ROUND BISTRO TABLE MG CPRR01 MSXX

* High-Density Bamboo finish only available in North America
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WE PUSH
THE CREATIVE ENVELOPE
OF FUNCTION AND INNOVATION.
Mogogo is led by designers and chefs that are driven by the desire to introduce new, beautiful, and functional products to the market, with an environmentally friendly philosophy in mind.
ABOUT POLO COLLECTION

Mogogo’s PoLo Tables are lightweight and extremely versatile, designed using our unique Modular System.

Available in Round, Square, or Oval Tabletop shapes, they offer a wide variety of combinations.

This approach allows for the same coffee table to be effortlessly transformed into a bistro or bar table and then into a champagne or dessert station in no time. It provides you with flexibility while also retaining simplicity and style.
Joining our Bamboo (1)* collection is our new innovative BHP material. BHP is a newly composed material that arrived after two years of intense R&D. It merges layers of High-Pressure Laminate with a Vertical Bamboo core (Mogogo’s expertise) creating a lighter yet durable panel that offers new textures and colors. This new material combines the advantages of both bamboo and HPL, perfect for the ever-changing needs of the hospitality industry. Available in a variety of finishes that resemble natural materials such as Nero Marquina Marble, Bengali Mango Wood, and Grey Slate, (2-4), making it easy to match with any event and decor.

The innovative bamboo core of the BHP goes in line with Mogogo’s sustainability motto while the HPL’s outer coating is durable for different environments, hygienic, and easy to clean.

PoLo segments come in 2 finishes: brushed stainless steel (5) and brushed brass (6).

* High-Density Bamboo finish only available in North America
HOW IT WORKS

Mogogo’s PoLo Tables’ industrial design is based on the Modular System. Delivered to you in flat packaging, it is easy and fast to assemble and disassemble. Composed of the same individual components (tabletops, leg segments, and mid-part segments) it gives you the flexibility to transform the same coffee table into a bistro table, a bar table, or a display table.

PoLo’s cross base and adjustable legs give it stability and the flexibility to adapt your table to any terrain. The clean one pole design makes this table blend easily into any design scheme and event space.

Highly versatile while offering durability and functionality, PoLo Tables enable you to use your creativity. Play with heights, tabletop shapes (round, square, or oval), different finishes, and add shelving layers as needed for additional display.
FAST AND EASY ASSEMBLY

ROUND BISTRO TABLE

ADAPTS TO ANY OCCASION.
COLOR COMBINATIONS

MG CPBR01GBXX

Mix Nero Marquina Marble finish with brass for an elegant, classy look, while Grey Slate with stainless gives it an urban and outdoor feel.
Different colors, shapes, and heights make the PoLo table perfect for multiple combinations and styles. Completely transform the atmosphere of your event by changing the tables’ heights. From bar to bistro to coffee tables, try a combination to maximize space.
OVAL COFFEE TABLE MG CPFV01 WSXX
COFFEE TABLES

In addition to being lightweight, quickly assembled, and versatile while offering durability, Mogogo Coffee Tables can be placed anywhere in the room, for both decorative and service purposes.

Combined with other available heights and tabletop shape options, you can create interesting visual variations in elevations to further add to your stylish display.
ROUND COFFEE TABLE
Beautiful round coffee table for any small and intimate setup.
MG CPFR01 BSXX

SQUARE COFFEE TABLE
An elegant and stylish squared coffee table that will fit perfectly in any setup.
MG CPFS01 MBXX
OVAL COFFEE TABLE

Ideal oval shaped top that is bigger in size, making it perfect for a lounge or food display.

MG CPFV01 GSXX
BISTRO TABLES

The 30" (76 cm) table is the most common height and diameter utilized for dining tables in the hospitality industry. Available in both round and square tabletop shapes, the Mogogo PoLo Tables unique modular system allows to be transformed into a highboy or three-tier dessert station in just a few steps.

Mogogo Bistro Tables are designed for a lightweight, stylish, and clean look, in addition to their flexible and functional properties.
ROUND BISTRO TABLE
Ultimate round top dining table for any hospitality setting, with perfect height making it accessible.

MG CPRR01 GSXX

SQUARE BISTRO TABLE
Square dining table, the perfect size that fits any venue or display.

MG CPRS01 WBXX

High-Density Bamboo finish only available in North America
ROUND BAR TABLE MG CPBR01 MSXX \ SQUARE BAR TABLE + SHELF MG CPBS02 GSXX
BAR TABLES

Mogogo Bar Tables consist of Round or Square Tabletops and elongated bases made of brushed stainless steel or brushed brass finish.

In addition to being sleek and eye-catching from anywhere in the room, these tables are highly sturdy and can be used in a number of ways. Additionally, can be placed near different height round or square tables for a unique take on serving drinks or delicacies.
ROUND BAR TABLE
Easily portable round top that completes any fancy cocktail party.
MG CPBR01 WSXX

SQUARE BAR TABLE
Square bar table that looks fantastic in every social gathering.
MG CPBS01 GSXX
**ROUND BAR TABLE + SHELF**

Perfect round bar table with added lower shelf for modularity and style.

MG CPBR02 MBXX

---

**SQUARE BAR TABLE + SHELF**

Refined Square bar table with a shelf that is great to expose food or beverage in a unique way.

MG CPBS2 BBXX
DAY & NIGHT
PoLo Tables fit in your morning coffee lounge just as well as they do in elegant evening events.
ROUND DISPLAY TABLE MG CPPR01 MBXX
DISPLAY TABLES

Celebrate in style with these elegant Round or Square Top Display Tables.

Create an artistic design to help enrich and elevate the way you serve. Choose this table in order to show off a divine selection of hors-d’oeuvres, wine, mixed drinks, or any type of finger food.

With an elevated base and impressive decoration, Mogogo Display Tables are visible from anywhere in the room and can serve desserts, champagne, or anything else you would like to bring to the attention of your guests.
ROUND DISPLAY TABLE
Graceful round display table with two shelves that adds a special touch to all your food and beverages.
MG CPPR01 MBXX

SQUARE DISPLAY TABLE
Classic yet fashionable square display table with two shelves that complete any display beautifully.
MG CPPS01 GSXX
TRANSFER & STORAGE CARTS

Mogogo’s utility carts are designed for your convenience and mobility and are an integral part of the PoLo system as they make storing and assembling the tables easy. Whether it is to pull out the tabletops, to push them through the halls, or get in and out of elevators; they make the behind the scenes of your time-sensitive events easier and give you an extra push on productivity.

SEGMENTS AND ADD-ONS

TRANSFER AND STORAGE CART
L55.5” W31” H50”
L141cm W79cm H127.5cm
holds segments and cross bases for 15 PoLo tables
MG CUUX01 XXXX

ROUND / SQUARE TOP
TRANSFER AND STORAGE CART
L40” W31” H61”
L101cm W79cm H155cm
holds up to 16 PoLo round/square tops
MG CUUX04 XXXX

UTILITY CART ADD-ON

ROUND / SQUARE TOP CART ADD-ON
SMALL SHELF STORAGE
L37” W17.5” H3”
L94cm W44cm H7.5cm
Holds a minimum of 16 PoLo round/square shelves
MG SADDPS 0201
SYSTEM BREAKDOWN

Mogogo’s PoLo Table Collection is composed of three different shapes of tabletops: round, square and oval. Different sizes of leg segments are available in two finishes and optional smaller shelves in corresponding shapes.

Three types of parts; endless possibilities and table functions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALLEN KEY FOR M16</td>
<td>1 piece</td>
<td>MG SAUXSS 0101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M16 SCREWS</td>
<td>1 piece</td>
<td>MG SSCWMT 0101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLACK SCREW CAP</td>
<td>1 piece</td>
<td>MG SSACPL 0601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREY SCREW CAP</td>
<td>1 piece</td>
<td>MG SSACPL 0501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROWN SCREW CAP</td>
<td>1 piece</td>
<td>MG SSACPI 0201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTILITY KIT: ALLEN KEY FOR M16</td>
<td>X1</td>
<td>MG SSACSM 0102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 M16 SCREWS</td>
<td>X2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 SCREW CAPS (4 Screw caps X 3 colors)</td>
<td>X12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LEGS

CROSS BASE
30" | 76cm

12" SEGMENT
H12" | H30cm

15" SEGMENT
H15" | H38cm

26" SEGMENT
H26" | H67cm
TOPS

30" ROUND TOP
Ø30" | Ø76cm

24" ROUND TOP
Ø24" | Ø60cm

18" ROUND TOP
Ø18" | Ø46cm

30" SQUARE TOP
30" | 76cm

24" SQUARE TOP
24" | 60cm

18" SQUARE TOP
18" | 46cm

42.5" OVAL TOP
L42.5" W30" | L108cm W76cm

* High Density Bamboo finish only available in North America
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